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INSTRUCTION CRACKING BASED ON MACHINE STATE

Technical Field

The present invention generally relates to microprocessors, and more particularly relates to

organizing instructions into simpler operations

Background Information

Various conventional approaches for increasing IPC (Instruction per cycle) crack

instructions into a simpler set of unit of operations (Uops). However, although these

approaches crack the instructions into Uops, the cracking is generally static, based on

instruction operation codes (opcodes), and not directed towards efficient use of the

hardware, in particular the issue queues. Therefore, the issues queues can suffer in

performance and issue bandwidth.

U. S. Patent Number 4,873,629 for an "Instruction processing unit for computer" filed

October 10, 1989, teaches that a computer is configured for optimizing the processing rate of

instructions and the throughput of data. The computer includes a main memory, a memory

control unit, a physical cache unit, and a central processor. An instruction processing unit is

included within the central processor. The function of the instruction processing unit is to

decode instructions and produce instruction execution commands or directing the execution

of the instructions within the central processor. Instructions are transferred from the main

memory into a register where the address fields of the instructions are decoded to produce a

cracked instruction and these instructions are stored in a logical instruction cache. As the

cracked instructions are selected they are transferred to an output buffer and decoder where

the remaining fields of the instructions are decoded to produce instruction execution

commands. The instructions in the cache are stored at logical rather than at physical

addresses. The cache further can operate at double the rate of a basic clock period for the

computer such that a branch instruction can be selected in one clock cycle.



U. S. Patent Number 5,826,089 for an "Instruction translation unit configured to translate

from a first instruction set to a second instruction set" filed October 20, 1998, teaches an

instruction translation unit that reduces instructions from a source instruction set to a set of

intermediate, atomic operations. The atomic operations are then recombined into instructions

in the target instruction set. An execution core coupled to the instruction translation unit may

be configured to execute instructions from the target instruction set. However, compatibility

with the source instruction set is maintained. By reducing a plurality of source instructions

into atomic operations, portions of multiple source instructions may be combined into a

target instruction.

U. S. Patent Number 7,162,621 for "Virtual instruction expansion based on template and

parameter selector information specifying sign-extension or concentration" filed January 9,

2007, teaches an extendable instruction set architecture is. In an embodiment, a

microprocessor includes a memory, a virtual instruction expansion store, and substitution

logic. The memory stores at least one virtual instruction that includes an index and at least

one parameter. The virtual instruction expansion store includes at least one instruction

template and at least one parameter selector. The substitution logic forms a sequence of at

least one expanded instruction. In an example, the substitution logic sign-extends the at least

one parameter to form an immediate value of the at least one expanded instruction in a

manner specified by the at least one parameter selector. In another example, the substitution

logic concatenates a first parameter and a second parameter of the virtual instruction to form

an immediate value of the at least one expanded instruction in a manner specified by the at

least one parameter selector.

Therefore, there is a need in the art to address the aforementioned problem.

SUMMARY

In one preferred embodiment, a method for managing instruction execution based on

machine state is disclosed. The method comprises receiving at least one instruction. The at

least one instruction is decoded. A current machine state is determined in response to the



decoding. The at least one instruction is organized into a set of unit of operations based on

the current machine state that has been determined. The set of unit of operations is executed.

In another preferred embodiment, an information processing system for managing

instruction execution based on machine state is disclosed. The information processing

system comprises a memory and a processor communicatively coupled to the memory. An

instruction decode unit is configured to receive at least one instruction. The instruction

decode unit is also configured to decode the at least one instruction. A machine state

determining unit is configured to determine a current machine state in response to the

decoding. An instruction cracking unit within the processor is configured to organize the at

least one instruction into a set of unit of operations based on the current machine state that

has been determined. The processor is configured to execute the set of unit of operations.

In yet another preferred embodiment, a computer program product for managing instruction

execution based on machine state is disclosed. The computer program product comprises a

storage medium readable by a processing circuit and storing instructions for execution by the

processing circuit for performing a method. The method comprises receiving at least one

instruction. The at least one instruction is decoded. A current machine state is determined

in response to the decoding. The at least one instruction is organized into a set of unit of

operations based on the current machine state that has been determined. The set of unit of

operations is executed.

Viewed from a further aspect, the present invention provides a computer program stored on a

computer readable medium and loadable into the internal memory of a digital computer,

comprising software code portions, when said program is run on a computer, for performing

the steps of the invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The present invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to

preferred embodiments, as illustrated in the following figures:



FIG. 1 illustrates one example of an operating environment according to one preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates a detailed view of a processing core according to one preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

FIGs. 3-6 show various examples of cracking instructions based on machine state, in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 7 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one example of cracking an instruction

based on machine state according to one or more preferred embodiments of the present

invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

As required, detailed preferred embodiments of the present invention are disclosed herein;

however, it is to be understood that the disclosed preferred embodiments are merely

examples of the invention, which can be embodied in various forms. Therefore, specific

structural and functional details disclosed herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but

merely as a basis for the claims and as a representative basis for teaching one skilled in the

art to variously employ the present invention in virtually any appropriately detailed structure

and function. Further, the terms and phrases used herein are not intended to be limiting; but

rather, to provide an understandable description of the invention.

The terms "a" or "an", as used herein, are defined as one or more than one. The term

plurality, as used herein, is defined as two or more than two. The term another, as used

herein, is defined as at least a second or more. The terms including and/or having, as used

herein, are defined as comprising (i.e., open language). The term coupled, as used herein, is

defined as connected, although not necessarily directly, and not necessarily mechanically.

Plural and singular terms are the same unless expressly stated otherwise.



Operating Environment

FIG. 1 shows an exemplary operating environment applicable to various preferred

embodiments of the present invention. In particular, FIG. 1 shows a parallel-distributed

processing system in which one preferred embodiment of the present invention is

implemented. In this preferred embodiment, the parallel-distributed processing system 100

operates in an SMP computing environment. In an SMP computing environment, parallel

applications can have several tasks (processes) that execute on the various processors on the

same processing node. The parallel-distributed processing system 100 executes on a

plurality of processing nodes 102 and 104 coupled to one another node via a plurality of

network adapters 106 and 108. Each processing node 102 and 104 is an independent

computer with its own operating system image 110 and 112, channel controller 114 and 116,

memory 118 and 120, and processor(s) 122 and 124 on a system memory bus 126 and 128.

A system input/output bus 130 and 132 couples I/O adapters 134 and 136 and

communication adapter 106 and 108. Although only one processor 122 and 124 is shown in

each processing node 102 and 104 for simplicity, each processing node 102 and 104 can

have more than one processor. The communication adapters are linked together via a

network switch 138.

Also, one or more of the nodes 102, 104 comprises mass storage interface 140. The mass

storage interface 140 is used to connect mass storage devices 142 to the node 102. One

specific type of data storage device is a computer readable medium such as a Compact Disc

("CD") drive, which may be used to store data to and read data from a CD 144 or DVD.

Another type of data storage device is a hard disk configured to support, for example, JFS

type file system operations. In some preferred embodiments, the various processing nodes

102 and 104 are able to be part of a processing cluster. The present invention is not limited

to an SMP environment. Other architectures are applicable as well, and further preferred

embodiments of the present invention can also operate within a single system.



Processor Core

According to one preferred embodiment, FIG. 2 illustrates one example of a processor core

200 within a processor 122, 124 for cracking instructions based on machine state. It should

be noted that the configuration shown in FIG. 2 is only one example applicable to the

presently claimed invention. In particular, FIG. 2 shows a processing core 200. The

processor core 200, in one preferred embodiment, comprises a bus interface unit 202 that

couples the processor core 200 to other processors and peripherals. The bus interface unit

202 also connects LI data cache (Dcache) 204, which reads and stores data values, LI

instruction cache (Icache) 206, which reads program instructions, and a cache interface unit

208 to external memory, processor, and other devices.

The LI Icache 206 provides loading of instruction streams in conjunction with an instruction

fetch unit IFU 210, which prefetches instructions and may comprise speculative loading and

branch prediction capabilities. These fetched instruction codes are decoded by an instruction

decode unit IDU 212 into instruction processing data. Once decoded, the instructions are

dispatched to an instruction sequencer unit (ISU) 214. The ISU 214 controls sequencing of

instructions issued to various execution units such as one or more fixed point units (FXU)

216 for executing general operations and one or more floating point units (FPU) 218 for

executing floating point operations. The floating point unit(s) 218 can be a binary point

floating unit 220, a decimal point floating unit 221, and/or the like. It should be noted that

the FXU(s) 216, in one preferred embodiment, comprises multiple FXU pipelines, which are

copies of each other. The ISU 214 is also coupled to one or more load/store units (LSU) 230

via one or more LSU pipelines. These one or more LSU pipelines are treated as execution

units for performing loads and stores and address generation for branches.

A set of global completion tables (GCT) 222 residing within the ISU 214 tracks the

instructions issued by ISU 214 via tags until the particular execution unit targeted by the

instruction indicates the instructions have completed execution. The FXU 216 and FPU 218

are coupled to various resources such as general-purpose registers (GPR) 224 and floating

point registers (FPR) 226. The GPR 224 and FPR 226 provide data value storage for data

values loaded and stored from the LI Dcache 204 by a load store unit (LSU) 230.



In addition, to the configuration of the processor core 200 discussed above, in one preferred

embodiment, the LSU 230 comprises a load queue (LDQ) 232, a store queue (STQ) 234, and

a store buffer (STB) 236. The LDQ 232 and the STQ 234 each comprise entries 238, 240,

respectively, that track additional information associated with outstanding load and store

instructions. For example, the entries 238 of the LDQ 232 comprise the starting address and

ending address of a corresponding load instruction. The entries 240 of the STQ 234

comprise the starting address and the ending address of corresponding store data. The STB

236 comprises entries 242 where a corresponding store instruction saves its data prior to

writing the data back the cache 204.

In one preferred embodiment, the IDU 212 comprises a cracking unit 244. The cracking unit

244 organizes/breaks a complex instruction into simpler units. Stated differently, the

cracking unit 244 organizes an instruction into a set of units of operation (Uops) that can be

handled in execution units. The cracking unit 244 is discussed in greater detail below. In

one preferred embodiment, the IDU 212 also comprises a machine status determining unit

246 that determines the current state of the machine state control bits such as, but not limited

to, Program Status Word (PSW) bits, millimode state, slowmode state, emulation active

state, and the like. In one preferred embodiment, the machine state can also be determined

from the instruction text of the instruction itself. For example, if the R2 field is zero; if the

12 field is a particular constant value; if the mask field is contiguous or zero; or the like the

instruction can be cracked into different sets of Uops.

The machine status determining unit 246 is discussed in greater detail below. The IDU 212,

in this preferred embodiment, also comprises an instruction shortening unit 248 that alters

the execution of the instruction by, for example, reducing execution steps and/or execution

pipes. The shortened instruction occupies less issue queue resources and improves the issue

queue bandwidth, occupies less GCT resources in some instances, hastens completion,

reduces power consumption, results in fewer LDQ/STQ resource allocations, etc. The

instruction shortening unit 248 is discussed in greater detail below.



Managing Instructions Based on Machine State

As discussed above, a computer system typically comprises an instruction fetch part/unit,

instruction decode unit instruction grouping and dispatching unit, instruction sequencing and

issuing unit, execution units (Fixed Point, Load Store, BFU, DFU, etc.) and instruction

complete unit. Instruction decode refers to instructions being first decoded and understood.

Information about the instruction's grouping, cracking, instruction characteristics such as

load, store, and the like are decoded. At instruction dispatch (last in order point),

information such as logical register number and type (GPR, FPR, AR, etc.), Condition Code

read/write, FPC read/write, PSW read/write, and the like is provided to the ISU 214.

The ISU 214 maps the logical to physical register copies, sets dependency vectors, and

stores the dispatched instruction in an instruction queue. Instructions ready for issue are read

from the instruction queue, ranked per execution unit and age, and then issued to execution

units. For example, if two instructions are ready to issue to an FXU pipeO, only the oldest

instruction is issued since each execution unit can only receive a single instruction.

Therefore, in addition to the general processing mechanisms discussed above with respect to

FIG. 1, various preferred embodiments of the present invention increase IPC (Instructions

per cycle) by optimizing the rate of instruction processing and increasing the throughput of

data. For example, issue queues are sensitive for performance. Therefore, various preferred

embodiments of the present invention save issue queue entries by altering the processing of

the decoded instructions for a fixed size queue that meets cycle time requirements. This

improves the overall performance of the issue queue.

In one preferred embodiment, during the instruction decode time, machine state control bits

including Program Status Word (PSW) bits are used during instruction processing/deco ding

time to alter the instruction execution by changing instruction cracking and/or applying

instruction shortening. The instruction alteration improves performance and ensures correct

instruction execution.



When the IFU 210 fetches an instruction from the I-cache 206 the IFU 210 sends the

instruction into the pipeline for decoding by the IDU 212. The IDU 212 decodes the

instruction and identifies the instruction type such as, but not limited to, an RR-type branch

instruction (e.g., BCTR, BCTGR, BCR, and BASR, and BALR); LA, LAY, LAE, and

LAEY type instructions; shift/rotate type instructions (e.g., RLL and RLLG); and LCTL and

SPKA instructions. The machine status determining unit 246 then determines the machine

state based on machine state control bits including Program Status Word (PSW) bits.

Some of the program status word (PSW) bits are address mode bits (PSW(3 1:32)), address

space bit (PSW(16:17)), problem state bit (PSW(15)). With respect to the problem state bit, if this bit is

zero, the processor is in "supervisor state" when all instructions are allowed. When this bit

is one, some extra execution processing is required to determine if the execution is allowed,

i.e., no exception is detected. With respect to the address space bits, these bits control the

translation mode. In one of the modes (AR-mode), contents of Access Register specified by

the base register number is needed for translation. With respect to the address mode bits,

these bits affect the size of effective addresses and effective address generation. A value of

"00" indicates an address size of 24-bits; a value of "01" indicates an address size of 31-

bits; and a value of " 11" indicates an address size of 64-bits. The size of address generation

and usage is often referred to as the "addressing mode".

Other processor states that alter the instruction processing comprise millimode state,

slowmode state, emulation active state, etc. Millimode state when set indicates that the

processor is executing code that is not visible to programmers other than program mode.

Millimode code is used to execute complicated instructions, handle program exceptions,

asynchronous exceptions, etc. Slowmode bit is set when the processor is executing a single

instruction (from instruction fetch till completion) used primarily to report precise

exceptions, and to assume forward progress in a multiprocessing system.

Based on these identified values, the IDU 214 alters the processing of the decoded

instructions. In one preferred embodiment, the processing of the decoded instruction can be

altered by cracking the instruction based on the identified machine state; the instruction can



be shortened based on the identified machine state; and/or the instruction can be forced to

millicode based on the identified machine state, as is discussed in greater detail below.

The following examples illustrate how the processing a decoded instruction is altered by

cracking, shortening, and/or forcing the instruction to execute in millicode based on the

identified machine state. It should be noted that the instruction sets used in the following

examples are non-limiting, as various preferred embodiments of the present invention are

applicable to other instruction sets as well.

As discussed above, various instructions are sensitive to the machine state, which in one

preferred embodiment, is given by address mode bits. Current microprocessors including

the z-microprocessors run applications on a different address mode when the memory

address can be specified as a variable size. In z-processors, the size of the address can be 24

bits, 31 bits, and 64 bits depending on the addressing mode. Addressing mode bits are bits

31:32 of the PSW. The address generation (AGEN) is formed by adding the base register to

the index register to the displacement field of an instruction. General Purpose Registers

(GPRs) are specified as 64-bit register number where the high word (bit 0:31) and low word

32-bits (bits 32:63) are controlled independently. For example, the high word and the low

word of a GPR are mapped and renamed differently and can point to two different physical

registers. In other words, the 16 architected GPRs can be thought of as two sets of GPRs

where one set comprises the high part of the GPRs and the other set comprises the low part

of the GPRs.

In 64-bits addressing mode, the high and low words of the base and index registers are

sources to the AGEN calculation. Address mode bits are predicted in the instruction fetch

unit in microprocessors such as z-processors. Instructions delivered to the instruction

decode unit are presented along with predicted addressing mode bits (addressing used to

fetch instructions from the instruction cache) and a millicode bit identifying if the instruction

is fetched from the millicode instruction space. In addition to the base and index registers

used in AGEN calculations, the access register specified by the base register number (AR-

base) is needed for cache operand address translations when the operand access is done in



access resister mode (AR-mode). AR-mode is specified by PSW bits 16:17 (Address space),

bit5 (DAT bit) and other millicode control register bits.

One set of instructions that are sensitive to address mode bits are saving and linking

branches such as BASR, BAS, BAL, and BALR instructions. These instructions branch to a

new instruction address specified by the second operand (GPR-R2 for BALR/BASR and

GPR-B2+D2 for BAL/BAS). In addition, information from the Program Status Word

(PSW) including the updated instruction address is saved as link information in the first-

operand location. PSW information that is saved comprises the addressing mode bits

specified by PSW bits 31 and 32.

In one preferred embodiment, the machine status determining unit 246 determines that the

current machine state is either in a 24 or 31 bit address mode as indicated by the address

mode bits in the PSW. In this preferred embodiment, the cracking unit cracks the instruction

into a given number of Uops, such as 3 Uops as shown in FIG. 3 . The first Uopl 302

calculates the branch target address. The second Uop2 304 determines calculates the address

of the next instruction to be executed (instruction address IA + instruction length code) and

stores the result in a scratch GPR. The third Uop3 306 stores the linking information in a

GPR, which indicates the state of the machine prior to the cracking. In this preferred

embodiment, the linking information is found in bit 32 of the PSW.

If machine status determining unit 246 determines that the current machine state is a 64 bit

address mode the shortening unit 248 shortens the cracking of the instruction to 2 Uops as

compared to 3 Uops, as shown in FIGs 3 and 4 . In this preferred embodiment, the cracking

unit cracks the instruction into a given number of Uops, such as 2 Uops as shown in FIG. 4 .

The first Uopl calculates the branch target address. The second Uop2 calculates the address

of the next instruction to be executed (instruction address IA + ILC (instruction length

code)) and stores the result in a scratch GPR. As can be seen, the instructions are cracked

differently depending on the addressing mode of the processor.

In another preferred embodiment, as shown in FIGs. 5 and 6 for BAL/BALR in 24-bit and

3 1-bit modes, respectively, the machine status determining unit 246 determines that the



current machine state is either in a 24 or 31 bit address mode as indicated by the address

mode bits in the PSW. In this preferred embodiment, the cracking unit cracks the instruction

into a given number of Uops, such as 3 Uops as shown in FIGs. 5 and 6 . The first Uopl

calculates the branch target address. The second Uop2 calculates the address of the next

instruction to be executed (instruction address IA + ILC (instruction length code)) and stores

the result in a scratch GPR. The third Uop3 stores the linking information, such as condition

code, instruction length code, and program mask (PSW(20:23)) in FIG. 5 for BAL/BALR in

24-bit mode and link information found in PSW bit 31 in FIG. 6 for BAL/BALR in 31-bit

mode in a GPR, which indicates the state of the machine prior to the cracking.

The next example is with respect to forcing an instruction to execute in millicode. Millicode

is not visible to external applications or compilers, but is used by Licensed Internal Code.

Instructions are forced to execute in millicode if they are too complex to execute by

hardware. Millicode can be thought of as a vertical microcode where for every instruction

executed in millicode, the processor fetches a unique set of instructions (published one

millicode special assist instructions) from millicode space (Storage System Area) and

executes them. Forcing an instruction to millicode requires a sequence of Uops often known

as milli-entry sequence. At decode time of the instruction, the instruction is evaluated if it is

"complex", and if it is, a sequence of milli-entry Uops are dispatched instead of the normal

dispatch sequence of the instruction. The following are some of the conditions examined by

the machine status determining unit 246 that triggers hardware to force a given instruction to

millicode.

One condition that the machine status determining unit 246 detects is if an instruction is

under emulation mode (code running in Guest 1 or Guest2 and not as a host) and SIE (Start

Interpretive Execution) intercept is possible or the instruction is loading CR-E in emulation

mode, such as for load and control (LCTL/LCTLG) instructions. In LCTL/LCTLG

instructions control registers range from CR-R1 to CR-R3 and are loaded from memory

specified by the second operand location. The Second operand address is equal to the

contents of GPR-B2 added to the displacement field specified in the instruction text (D2

field).



The SIE interception may be triggered by instructions that cannot run in emulation mode and

interception takes the control back to host. The machine status determining unit 246, in this

preferred embodiment, analyzes control registers to identify one or more control bits that

indicate whether the instructions are under an emulation mode. If so, then the instruction is

forced to execute in millicode.

Another condition that the machine status determining unit 246 detects is if an instruction,

such as an SPKA (Set Program PSW Key) instruction, is in a problem state. In this preferred

embodiment, the machine status determining unit 246 analyzes the PSW and determines if

bit 15 is set to 1 or not, where a 1 indicates a problem state. If this condition is true then the

instruction is forced to execute in millicode.

In another example, a state of the machine is indicated by design states represented by

setting internal latch(es) or a dynamically programmed set of latches or registers. In this

example, the machine status determining unit 246 determines if a disable (scan only latch)

latch(es) or dynamically programmed latches are set or equal to a certain value. If so then

the instruction is forced to execute in millicode. Scan only latches are initialized at the

power up of the system by scanning the engineering data into the design. In other words,

these latches are always initialized to a predetermined value at the power on. In contrast,

dynamically programmed latches or registers can be set to a predetermined value while the

system is running.

Another condition is with respect to instruction overlap, which can be determined based on

the instruction text of the instructions. In this example, a serialize opcode mechanism is

provided by the machine status determining unit 246 determining if at decode time, the

opcode of the decoded instruction matches a saved opcode. For example, if an instruction

such as, but not limited to, an MVC instruction is first dispatched normally and at AGEN

(operand address generation) time, the machine status determining unit 246 determines that

instruction operands overlap destructively. Then, the MVC instruction is flushed and an

action is taken to force the instruction to millicode. The instruction is then fetched from the

Icache and given to decode logic. The decode logic then determines that this time the



instruction is to be forced to millicode so that the move is performed in a slower fashion one

byte at a time.

A further condition is directed to branching instructions such as BALR, BSM, BASSM, and

BASR instructions. In this example, the machine status determining unit 246 determines if

branch tracing is enabled. In branch tracing mode information about the branch instruction

such as the branch target address is stored in memory area for reasons such as software

debugging purposes. For example, the machine status determining unit 246 examines in a

control register such as control register 12 and determines whether or not branch tracing is

enabled. If so, the instruction is forced to execute in millicode.

Another condition is directed to set address mode instructions such as SAM24, SAM31, and

SAM64 instructions. In this example, the machine status determining unit 246 determines if

mode tracing is enabled. In mode tracing mode information about the instruction updating

the addressing mode is stored in memory for reasons such as software debugging purpose.

For example, the machine status determining unit 246 examines in a control register such as

control register 12 and determines whether or not mode tracing is enabled. If so, the

instruction is forced to execute in millicode.

The machine status determining unit 246, in another example, also determines if the monitor

class selected is enabled for instructions such as, but not limited, to a Monitor Call (MC)

instruction. In this example, the machine status determining unit 246 compares instruction

text 12:15 with control register 8 bits 48:62. If the machine status determining unit 246

determines that any of the monitor class selected is enabled then the instruction is forced to

execute in millicode so that the monitoring of facilities and programs occur.

When an instruction is forced to millicode based on the conditions discussed above, the

cracking unit 244 cracks the instruction into a set of Uops. In one example, the milli-entry

sequence comprises up to 9 Uops. A first Uop, Uopl : MGR9<- 1st operand address,

calculates the address of the first operand and stores this address into a millicode GR, such

as MGR9. The first operand address is calculated based on the instruction format. For



example, for an RX-format the first operand address is equal to the Base GPR value + Index

GPR + displacement value.

A second Uop, Uop2: MAR9 <-AR-Base, saves the access register number needed for

translation. Millicode AR-register 9 is set from program access register (AR-reg) used for

translation in Access Register (AR) mode. In an RX/RS/SS format, AR-base register is the

AR used for translation. A third Uop, Uop3, copies bits from the PSW such as access key,

address mode, address space, etc and stores these bits in an internal millicode control register

named Operand Access Control Register. Operand Access Control Register is used instead

of the program PSW for operand accesses and AGEN calculation.

A fourth Uop, Uop4: MGR1 1 2nd operand address, is similar to the first Uop with the

exception that the second operand address is being calculated. As with Uopl, the second

operand address is calculated based on the instruction formation. For example, for an SS-

format instruction the second operand address is equal to Base2 GPR value + displacement2

value. This Uop is for instructions comprising 2 memory operands. A fifth Uop, Uop5:

MAR1 1 AR-Base2, is similar to Uop2, but directed to the second operand as compared to

the first operand. A sixth Uop, Uop6: Another Millicode Control Register is updated based

on instruction format and its instruction test bits. This Uop facilitates the execution of the

instruction in millicode.

A seventh Uop, Uop7: MGR5<-l st operand length for some instruction types, stores the

operand length of the first operation. An eighth Uop, Uop8: MGR7^-2 d operand length for

some instruction types, stores the operand length of the second operand. A ninth Uop:

Uop9, is a branch Uop since entering millicode is similar to a branch to a subroutine, which

can be predicted by branch prediction logic.

In another example, the machine status determining unit 246 analyzes the size of the GPR

(low word vs. the whole double word) target as a function of addressing mode bits. The

GPR target size (low word vs. the whole double word) for Load Address-type instructions

(e.g. LA, LAY, LAE, LAEY, and LARL) is also a function of the addressing mode bits.

With respect to Load Address-type instructions the effective address specified by B2, X2



and D2 is placed in general purpose register Rl . The effective address (GPR-B2 + GPR-

X2+D2) size is 24 bits in 24-bit mode, 31 bits in 31-bit addressing mode and 64-bits in 64-

bit addressing mode. The addressing mode is identified in the PSW. In 24-bit and 3 1-bit

addressing modes, only the low word (low 32 bits) of the GPR-Rl is updated and high word

remains unchanged. In 64 bits, the address updates the whole 64-bit GPR-Rl .

As discussed above, in 24 and 31 bit address mode only the lower 32 bits of the GPR-Rl

(bits 32:63) are updated with new value whereas bits 0:31 of the GPR remains unchanged.

In 64-bit address mode bits 0:63 of GPR-Rl are updated. In a processor with different

addressing modes, the low word of GPRs (bits 32:63) is mapped to a physical register

independently from the high word of the GPR (bits 0:31). As a result, during the instruction

decode cycles, the addressing mode is examined and if in 24 or 31 bit address mode, only the

low word of GPR-Rl is identified as the instruction target, and consequently only the low-

word of GPR-Rl is mapped to a physical register. Defining the right size of the GPR

source/target also has power benefits since half of the mapper will not be clocked if only the

low word of the GPRs is specified as a target.

In a further example, the machine status determining unit 246 analyzes the size of the GPR

read (32-bit read vs. 64-bit read) as a function of the address mode. Address generation

(AGEN) calculation used for cache access (Loads, Stores), branch targets and load address

instructions are dependent on the address mode. Operand addresses and branch targets are

defined as 24-bits in 24-bit address mode, 31 bit in 31-bit address mode and 64-bit in 64-bit

address modes. Therefore, at instruction decode time, the address mode is examined and

determined to be in 24 or 31-bit mode, then the high word (bits 0:31) of base and index

registers are not identified as a source for the AGEN calculation. This results in power

saving for mapper look up for high word of base/index registers and removes any GPR

interlock over detection if an older instruction is updating base or index register bits 0:31.

The machine status determining unit 246, in another example, analyzes the Access Register

(AR-reg) source as a function of address space (PSW(16:17)) and PSW(5). Data cache

access address is subject to translation from logical address to absolute address. One mode

of translation used for operand accesses is Access Register Mode (AR-mode) translation. In



this mode, the AR-reg contents are used for translation. For an RX-load/store with base and

index registers, the content of AR-base is needed for translation if the fetch/store is done in

AR-mode. AR-mode is defined as PSW(16:17)="01" and either DAT bit (PSW(5)) or other

control state is active. Therefore, at instruction decode time, the machine status determining

unit 246 checks whether the cache access will be in AR-mode and set AR-base as source

accordingly. Therefore if cache access is not in AR-mode then AR-base is not identified as a

source for the AGEN and power is saved by not looking up its mapped physical register

number and also instruction dependency over detection is removed in case an older

instruction is updating AR-base.

As can be seen from the above discussion, various preferred embodiments of the present

invention alter the processing of the decoded instructions. In one preferred embodiment, the

processing of the decoded instruction can be altered by cracking the instruction based on the

identified machine state; the instruction can be shortened based on the identified machine

state; and/or the instruction can be forced to millicode based on the identified machine state.

The machine state can be determined from PSW bits such as address mode bits

(PSW(31:32)), address space bit (PSW(16:17)), problem state bit (PSW(15)). Other

processor state bits that alter the instruction processing comprise millimode bit, slowmode

bit, emulation active bit, etc. Also, the actual instruction text itself is considered the

"machine state" and is used to alter the processing of the decoded instructions.

Operational Flow Diagram

FIG. 7 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one example of cracking instructions based

on machine state. The operational flow diagram of FIG. 7 beings at step 702 and flows

directly into step 704. The IDU 214, at step 3104, receives an instruction. The IDU 214, at

step 706, decodes the instruction. The IDU 214, via the machine state determining unit 24 at

step 708, determines the current machine state as discussed above with respect to FIGs. 2-6.

Depending on the results of steps 708, a cracking sequence is selected from n cracking

sequences as shown. For cracking sequence 1, the IDU 214, via the cracking unit 244 at step

710, organizes the at least one instruction into a set of unit of operations. The set of unit of

operations, at step 712, are then executed. The control flow then exits at step 714. Likewise



for cracking sequence 2, the IDU 214, via the cracking unit 244 at step 720, organizes the at

least one instruction into a set of unit of operations. The set of unit of operations, at step

722, are then executed. The control flow then exits at step 724. And for cracking sequence

N, the IDU 214, via the cracking unit 244 at step 730, organizes the at least one instruction

into a set of unit of operations. The set of unit of operations, at step 732, are then executed.

The control flow then exits at step 734.

Non-Limiting Examples

Although specific preferred embodiments of the invention have been disclosed, those having

ordinary skill in the art will understand that changes can be made to the specific preferred

embodiments without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. The scope of the

invention is not to be restricted, therefore, to the specific preferred embodiments, and it is

intended that the appended claims cover any and all such applications, modifications, and

preferred embodiments within the scope of the present invention.

Although various example preferred embodiments of the present invention have been

discussed in the context of a fully functional computer system, those of ordinary skill in the

art will appreciate that various preferred embodiments are capable of being distributed as a

program product via CD or DVD, e.g. CD, CD ROM, or other form of recordable media, or

via any type of electronic transmission mechanism.

For the avoidance of doubt, the term "comprising", as used herein throughout the description

and claims is not to be construed as meaning "consisting only of.



CLAIMS

1. A method for managing instruction execution based on machine state, the method

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one instruction;

decoding the at least one instruction;

determining, in response to the step of decoding, a current machine state;

organizing, based on the current machine state that has been determined, the at least

one instruction into a set of unit of operations; and

executing the set of unit of operations.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining further comprises the step of:

analyzing at least one of a set of machine state control bits and an instruction text

associated with the at least one instruction.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the set of machine state control bits comprise at least

one of:

a set of Program Status Word bits;

a millicode state;

a slowmode state; and

an emulation active state.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein the set of Program Status Word bits comprise at

least one of:

a set of address mode bits;

an address state bits; and

a problem state bit.

5 . The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of organizing is based

on the machine state being associated with one of at least a first address mode and a second

address mode, and wherein the step of organizing further comprises the steps of:



organizing the at least one instruction into a first plurality of unit of operations if the

machine state is associated with the first address mode; and

organizing the at least one instruction into a second plurality of unit of operations if

the machine state is associated with the second address mode, wherein the second plurality

of unit of operations comprises at least one less unit of operation than the first plurality of

unit of operations.

6 . The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising the step of:

determining, based on the machine state that has been determined, that the at least

one instruction is to be executed in millicode.

7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the machine state has been determined to be in at

least one of:

an emulation mode;

a problem state:

a disable latch mode;

a dynamically programmed latch mode;

a serialized opcode mode;

a branch tracing mode;

a mode tracing mode; and

a monitor class selected mode.

8. The method of either of claims 6 or 7, wherein the step of organizing the at least one

instruction is based on determining that the at least one instruction is to be executed in

millicode, and wherein the set of unit of operations comprises at least one of:

a first unit of operation that determines an address of a first operand;

a second unit of operation that sets a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the first operand in access register mode;

a third unit of operation that sets at least one millicode control register based on a

current Program Status Word value;

a fourth unit of operation that determines an address of a second operand;



a fifth unit of operation that sets a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the second operand in access register

mode;

a sixth unit of operation that copies at least a portion of an instruction text of the at

least one instruction to a millicode control register;

a seventh unit of operation that stores a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register;

an eighth unit of operation that stores a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register; and

a ninth unit of operation that is a branch unit of operation.

9 . The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining the

current machine state further comprises:

determining a size of a general purpose register associated with the at least one

instruction as a function of a set of addressing mode bits.

10. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining the

current machine state further comprises:

determining a general purpose register read type associated with the at least one

instruction as a function of a set of addressing mode bits.

11. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining the

current machine state further comprises the step of:

determining an address register source associated with the at least one instruction as a

function of an address space and a multiple control data space mode.

12. An information processing system for managing instruction execution based on

machine state, the information system comprising:

a processor;

a memory communicatively coupled to the processor;

an instruction decoding unit operable for:

receiving at least one instruction; and



decoding the at least one instruction;

a machine state determining unit for determining, in response to the at least one

instruction being decoded, a current machine state; and

an instruction cracking unit within the processor for organizing, based on the current

machine state that has been determined, the at least one instruction into a set of unit of

operations,

wherein the processor is operable for executing the set of unit of operations.

13. The information processing system of claim 12, wherein the instruction decoding

unit is further operable for:

analyzing at least one of a set of machine state control bits and an instruction text

associated with the at least one instruction.

14. The information processing system of either of claims 12 or 13, wherein the at least

one instruction is organized into a set of unit of operations based on the machine state being

associated with one of at least a first address mode and a second address mode, and wherein

the instruction cracking unit is further operable for:

organizing the at least one instruction into a first plurality of unit of operations if the

machine state is associated with the first address mode; and

organizing the at least one instruction into a second plurality of unit of operations if

the machine state is associated with the second address mode, wherein the second plurality

of unit of operations comprises at least one less unit of operation than the first plurality of

unit of operations.

15. The information processing system of any of claims 12 to 14, wherein the instruction

cracking unit is further operable for organizing the at least one instruction based on

determining that the at least one instruction is to be executed in millicode, and wherein the

set of unit of operations comprises at least one of:

a first unit of operation for determining an address of a first operand;

a second unit of operation for setting a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the first operand in access register mode;



a third unit of operation for setting at least one millicode control register based on a

current Program Status Word value;

a fourth unit of operation for determining an address of a second operand;

a fifth unit of operation for setting a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the second operand in access register

mode;

a sixth unit of operation for copying at least a portion of an instruction text of the at

least one instruction to a millicode control register;

a seventh unit of operation for storing a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register;

an eighth unit of operation for storing a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register; and

a ninth unit of operation that is a branch unit of operation.

16. A computer program product for managing instruction execution based on machine

state, the computer program product comprising:

a computer readable storage medium readable by a processing circuit and storing

instructions for execution by the processing circuit for performing a method according to any

of claims 1 to 11.

17. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the

internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code portions, when said

program is run on a computer, for performing the method of any of claims 1 - 11.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 04 February 201 1 (04.02.201 1)

CLAIMS

1. A method for managing instruction execution based on a current machine state, the

method comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one instruction;

decoding the at least one instruction;

determining, in response to the step of decoding, a current machine state;

organizing, based on the current machine state that has been determined and in an

instruction decode unit with an instruction shortening unit as part of a processor core, the at

least one instruction into a set of unit of operations for a fixed size queue to meet a given

cycle time requirement by reducing at least one of execution steps and execution pipes; and

executing the set of unit of operations.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining further comprises the step of:

analyzing at least one of a set of machine state control bits and an instruction text

associated with the at least one instruction, wherein the set of machine state control bits

comprise:

a slowmode state; and

an emulation active state.

3 . The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining further

comprises the step of:

analyzing at least one of a set of machine state control bits and an instruction text

associated with the at least one instruction, wherein the set of machine state control bits

comprise a set of Program Status Word bits comprising:

a set of address mode bits;

an address state bits; and

a problem state bit.

4 . The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of organizing is based on

the current machine state being associated with one of at least a first address mode and a

second address mode, and wherein the step of organizing further comprises the steps of:



organizing the at least one instruction into a first plurality of unit of operations if the

current machine state is associated with the first address mode; and

organizing the at least one instruction into a second plurality of unit of operations if

the current machine state is associated with the second address mode, wherein the second

plurality of unit of operations comprises at least one less unit of operation than the first

plurality of unit of operations.

5 . The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising the step of:

determining, based on the current machine state that has been determined, that the at

least one instruction is to be executed in millicode.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the current machine state has been determined to be

in at least one of:

an emulation mode;

a problem state:

a disable latch mode;

a dynamically programmed latch mode;

a serialized opcode mode;

a branch tracing mode;

a mode tracing mode; and

a monitor class selected mode.

7 . The method of either of claims 5 or 6, wherein the step of organizing the at least one

instruction is based on determining that the at least one instruction is to be executed in

millicode, and wherein the set of unit of operations comprises:

a first unit of operation that determines an address of a first operand;

a second unit of operation that sets a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the first operand in access register mode;

a third unit of operation that sets at least one millicode control register based on a

current Program Status Word value;

a fourth unit of operation that determines an address of a second operand;



a fifth unit of operation that sets a millicode access register based on a program access

register used for translating the address of the second operand in access register mode;

a sixth unit of operation that copies at least a portion of an instruction text of the at

least one instruction to a millicode control register;

a seventh unit of operation that stores a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register;

an eighth unit of operation that stores a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register; and

a ninth unit of operation that is a branch unit of operation.

8. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining the

current machine state further comprises:

determining a size of a general purpose register associated with the at least one

instruction as a function of a set of addressing mode bits.

9 . The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining the

current machine state further comprises:

determining a general purpose register read type associated with the at least one

instruction as a function of a set of addressing mode bits.

10. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining the

current machine state further comprises the step of:

determining an address register source associated with the at least one instruction as a

function of an address space and a multiple control data space mode.

11. An information processing system for managing instruction execution based on a

current machine state, the information system comprising:

a processor;

a memory communicatively coupled to the processor;

an instruction decoding unit operable for:

receiving at least one instruction; and

decoding the at least one instruction;



the instruction decoding unit comprising:

a machine state determining unit for determining, in response to the at least one

instruction being decoded, a current machine state; and

an instruction cracking unit and an instruction shortening unit for organizing, based on

the current machine state that has been determined, the at least one instruction into a set of

unit of operations for a fixed size queue to meet a given cycle time requirement by reducing at

least one of execution steps and execution pipes,

wherein the processor is operable for executing the set of unit of operations.

12. The information processing system of claim 11, wherein the instruction decoding unit

is further operable for:

analyzing at least one of a set of machine state control bits and an instruction text

associated with the at least one instruction, wherein the set of machine state control bits

comprise:

a slowmode state; and

an emulation active state.

13. The information processing system of either of claims 11 or 12 wherein the at least

one instruction is organized into a set of unit of operations based on the current machine state

being associated with one of at least a first address mode and a second address mode, and

wherein the instruction cracking unit is further operable for:

organizing the at least one instruction into a first plurality of unit of operations if the

current machine state is associated with the first address mode; and

organizing the at least one instruction into a second plurality of unit of operations if

the current machine state is associated with the second address mode, wherein the second

plurality of unit of operations comprises at least one less unit of operation than the first

plurality of unit of operations.

14. The information processing system of any of claims 11 to 13, wherein the instruction

cracking unit is further operable for organizing the at least one instruction based on

determining that the at least one instruction is to be executed in millicode, and wherein the set

of unit of operations comprises:



a first unit of operation for determining an address of a first operand;

a second unit of operation for setting a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the first operand in access register mode;

a third unit of operation for setting at least one millicode control register based on a

current Program Status Word value;

a fourth unit of operation for determining an address of a second operand;

a fifth unit of operation for setting a millicode access register based on a program

access register used for translating the address of the second operand in access register mode;

a sixth unit of operation for copying at least a portion of an instruction text of the at

least one instruction to a millicode control register;

a seventh unit of operation for storing a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register;

an eighth unit of operation for storing a length of the second operand into a millicode

general register; and

a ninth unit of operation that is a branch unit of operation.

15. A computer program product for managing instruction execution based on a current

machine state, the computer program product comprising:

a computer readable storage medium readable by a processing circuit and storing

instructions for execution by the processing circuit for performing a method according to any

of claims 1 to 10.

16. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the

internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code portions, when said

program is run on a computer, for performing the method of any of claims 1 to 10.
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Amendments have been made under Article ( PCT

New claim 1 and new claim 1 (corresponding t previous claim 2) have been amended to more
dearly define the method and system o the claims. Support for these amendments is found in the
specification at page 7 , lines 17 - 29 and page 11, lines 22 - 29. Claim 2 has been amended to
incorporate the features of the set of machine state controi bits com prising a slowmode state and an
emulation active state from previous c ai 3 . Previous claims 4 - 16 have been renumbered
accordingly.

Microprograms as referenced in prior art are necessary for complex instruction set computer (CiSC)
and reduced instruction set computer (RISC) routine translation. However, the presently claimed
invention s directed towards RISC translation. Therefore, the present invention saves issue queue
entries by altering the processing of the decoded instructions for a fixed size queue thai meets cycle
time requirements. This improves the overall performance of the issue queue. Also, the IDU
comprises an instruction shortening unit that alters the execution of the instruction by, for example,
reducing execution steps and/or execution pipes. The shortened instruction occupies less issue
queue resources. Prior art does no teach or suggest these aspects of the present invention.

Also, conditional execution or conditional iiiicode invocation, as taught by prior art, is not the same
as organizing a decoded instruction into a set of Uops based on a determined machine state.

Furthermore, prior art is silent with respect to the ciaim elements of new claims 7 and 14
(corresponding to previous claims 8 and respectively).
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